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Brows Held High (2011- ) Add to the Jump To Guide: Please, please add a certification Items from the Parents' Guide below can give away important plot points. There are also many jokes and sexual references, such as the milk that Kyle apparently made himself. 1 win and 3 nominations. See more awards » Learn
more Edit in Serbia, retired porn star Milos is married to his beloved wife Marija and they have a young son, Peter, which is his pride and joy. The family faces financial difficulties, but out of the blue, Milos is contacted by porn actress Lejla who offers him a job opportunity in an art film. Milos is introduced to director
Vukmir who offers milos a million-dollar contract to appear in a film. However, Vukmir neither shows the script nor tells the story to Milos. Milos discusses the proposal with Marija and signs the contract. But it soon finds that Vukmir and his crew are involved in films of tobacco sick of paedophilia, necrophilia and torture
and there is no way back for him and perhaps it is too late to protect his family. Written by Claudio Carvalho, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Plot Summary | Taglines argument synopsis: Not all films have a happy ending. Terror | Mystery | Thriller Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Rated NC-17 for extreme sexual and violent aberrant
content, including explicit dialogue | View All Certifications » Parents' Guide: View Advisory Content » Edit was replaced by the film Buried at the Cannes Film Festival because of how disturbing it was. See more » When Milos has a knife in his penis, he actually cuts it, even though he doesn't bleed. See more » [front
lines] Milos: [acting in a pornographic film] Baby, I'll you. See more » An uncut DVD release is due soon, from Japan, but although this marks the first release of its kind anywhere in the world, this DVD will have an X marked in all scenes that are of extreme nature. Given the nature of the film, this means that the X will



appear quite a lot throughout. See more » Tone Deaf Death By Wikluh Sky See more » User Comments Edit Official Facebook | Official website | See more » Serbian | English | Swedish Release Date: September 30, 2011 (Brazil) See more » Also known as: A Serbian Movie See more » Cumulative worldwide gross
edit: $1,541 See more at IMDbPro » Runtime: 104 min | 102 min (edited) Aspect ratio: 2.35 : 1 See full technical specifications » Meet Monica Velour (2010) Add to guide Jump to: Gravity? 2 2 4 1 We have not been able to present your assessment. Try again later. The film centers around a woman who used to be a porn
star. There's a lot to talk about strippers and porn stars. The opening scene is a montage of his films, all with titles have sexual insinuations. Some pornographic films are seen. Some have some nudity (breasts) and sex; they all have a lot of sexual insinuations. Some teenagers see a girl on the other side of the street
masturbating with a vibrator in a pornographic film. There is no nudity. In a strip club, there are several topless and scarcely women, some visible breasts. A boy looks through a scrapbook of photos of the porn star. In some of the images, her breasts and pubic hair are visible. In a store that sells pornographic films,
some moans can be heard on a television playing a movie. Off screen, Monica teaches Tobe how to have sex, including how to treat her breasts, perform, and have sex. Pop Pop and a woman are shown having sex on a couch. She gets up and her ass and breasts are visible. Her ass is displayed and, when she bends
over to put on her underwear, her testicles are visible. Serious A young boy watches a porn video where a woman leaves a room and a man follows her. They kiss passionately and she pulls out her top revealing breasts, caresses her breasts and kisses them. The woman gets down on her knees and performs oral sex
on him (we see her head moving behind that of the man.) A man and a woman enter the room and the woman stops the video and says her son should not be watching his father have sex. The woman and the boy leave the room. The man turns on the TV again and the video shows him pushing from behind towards the
woman leaning on a motorcycle. A man stands on a treadmill and sits next to his wife in bed. Moans are heard and the video shows a woman giving oral sex to a man and another woman caressing her breasts. The man pushes one of the women from behind and she moans. Slaps are heard pushing. A woman kisses
her husband on the cheek passionately and asks why he hasn't had sex with her as she does in porn movies. She proceeds to slap him in the face and exposes his chest. He pushes her angryly into bed and proceeds to fake her by raping her by pushing her from behind. A man pushes himself over a woman and she
moans, but she gets nud. A man masturbates in a bathroom, we hear moans and thrust noises, and he gestures to one last gasp and implies that he has climaxed. A woman hugs a man and enters a room with two men filming. The woman passionately kisses the man, walks behind him and caresses his dressed crotch.
We see her head moving down and she unzips her pants and leans forward (implying she is performing oral sex), her head moves forward and forward and the man moans as she watches a video of a young woman eating a Popsicle. Stop moaning and it's implicit that it culminated. A completely is seen walking in a pool
and another man caresses her breasts as she pushes on a woman. The man is seen pushing a woman from behind while both moan. He is then seen pushing a different woman as they both moan, their genitals clearly visible for a while. A woman gets down on her knees and crawls towards a man and is involved in
getting oral sex. He forces the head of and we briefly see his erect penis (although it seems very false). A woman is seen putting her mouth on a man's crotch. She takes her mouth off, he ejaculates and semen is seen squire on her (Semen is obviously fake - probably cream). A man is completely naked in a room and
sees another man (dressed) feeling and inspecting the naked body of an unconscious woman, then squeezes and skates behind. A naked man walks towards an unconscious lying on the ground. He turns it around, and we see her naked on the front (her breasts are seen). The woman suddenly wakes up and grabs the
man's crotch. A man lies naked in a dark room. He hears a voice, turns around and briefly sees his penis and ass. There is a scene with a clear and long shot of a baby being born. The newborn baby is then raped off screen (on screen in the uncut version). Cry for a few seconds. A man grabs his dressed crotch and
masturbates while a woman stands next to him. The man grabs the woman's breasts as she puts her hand on her crotch and takes it off. A woman sits next to a man in a car as she shakes him. He leans towards her and caresses and her breasts covered. A completely (her breasts, vulva, clitoris and buttocks are visible)
is taken to a room where she is handcuffed to a bed. A man unzipped another man's pants and his ass is seen. The man climbs up to the man and rapes the woman from behind. The man slaps her on the back repeatedly and the woman whispers in pain. A man puts a tape on a video camera and sees a woman walking
seductively towards a donkey, but he turns it off. He puts on another tape and sees that he is a woman performing oral sex on him. A man looks at a tape of himself unconsciously lying completely naked on a table. A man climbs on top of him and pushes from behind until it culminates. A completely is seen sitting on the
floor. A man walks towards her and forces her to perform oral sex on him before he gently drowns and dies. A woman tells a man she should have sex with a young girl. The woman says her father did this to her. A man asks one where he goes and she looks at a different man and is seen masturbating. A man walks
towards a bed and pushes from behind someone unconscious under the blanket. The man pushes further and a masked man comes to his side and pushes another unconscious person under the blanket. Look with anger at the masked man. A police officer unziped his pants and is alleged to be about to be filmed
performing necrophilic rape on a dead child. (Uncut version) A man is filmed having sex with what appears to be a much younger person who is face down on the floor and covered with a blanket except for the buttocks and legs until the bleeding is visible on them. He is joined by another man wearing a hood who is
having sex with another person in the same way he is also face to face. The thrust is violent and continues for a couple of minutes until the two men climax, at which point the film's director pulls out the hood and covers to that the man has raped his own son and his wife has been raped by his brother. Brother. Brother.
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